ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade a lot of research activities have been concerned with three topics which are closely related to each other: inverse problems for block Toeplitz matrices, inverse problems for orthogonal matrix polynomials, and investigations on the zeros of matrix polynomials. Several streams of this development are reflected in [lS] .
The main goal of our paper is to indicate some new aspects of the so-called positive Hermitian case included in the abovementioned context. Furthermore, taking into account results on the matricial version of the classical interpolation problems named after Caratheodory and Schur and obtained in the series of papers [I41 and [15] , it will be possible to treat inverse problems for nondegenerate Schur sequences as well.
In their paper [21] I. Gohberg and L. Lerer dealt with a special inverse problem for Hermitian block Toeplitz matrices, which is to determine an invertible Hermitian block Toeplitz matrix given the first block column of its inverse. They presented two different approaches to this problem.
The starting point of the first approach was the fundamental paper [19] of I. Gohberg and G. Heinig. There the inverse problem of determining an invertible (not necessarily Hermitian) block Toeplitz matrix T via the first and the last block columns and block rows of the inverse T-' is solved. Based on some recent developments in the spectral theory of matrix polynomials (see Gohberg, Lancaster, and Rodman [20] ), they modified the results of [19] to a form which yields the possibility of reducing the abovementioned special inverse problem to a factorization problem.
The second approach is chosen in Gohberg and Lerer [21] , is connected with the solution of appropriately constructed Stein equations. From their nature both of these approaches can be classified as mainly algebraic.
We will concentrate on the positive Hermitian case. Our approach is rather different from that of Gohberg and Lerer [21] . Roughly speaking, our conception is a more analytic one. Namely, we will mainly use tools from measure theory, complex function theory, and matrix interpolation. In particular, the concrete description of the solution set of the matricial Caratheodory interpolation problem due to Arov and Krein [2] will play a key role in our investigations and leads us to new explicit formulas for the solution of the problems under consideration.
In that way, for the positive Hermitian case, Gohberg and Lerer's results will be extended.
In the second part of this paper, we will formulate some new types of inverse problems for nondegenerate matricial Schur sequences. These questions have their roots in the explicit shape of that resolvent matrix associated with the matricial Schur problem which was constructed by Arov and Krein [3] .
INVERSE PROBLEMS FOR POSITIVE HERMITIAN BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES
Let us begin with some notation. Throughout this paper, let p and q be positive integers. Furthermore, let N, be the set of all nonnegative integers, and let n E N,. If j E F+J, and k E N, satisfy j < k, then we will use Ni to denote the set of all integers m which satisfy j < m < k. The symbol OpXq stands for the null matrix which belongs to the set @ rJx 4 of all p X q complex matrices, whereas I, designates the identity matrix which belongs to c"x'l. If the size of a null matrix or an identity matrix is clear, then we will omit the indexes. If A,, A,, , A,, are p X 4 complex matrices, will write col( AJ);'a for the block column ... q-1
is positive Hermitian (nonnegative Hermitian). Now we are going to formulate the central problem we will deal with in this section.
PROBLEM (Tl).
Let (N~)!'=~, be a sequence of 4 X q complex matrices.
Describe the set a(rj);LZg/ of all positive definite sequences (C );'=" of q X 4 complex matrices such that the first (n + l)q X 4 block co umn i of (T,(C", C,, , C,W' coincides with col( rj);'= a,
In view of noncommutativity of matrix multiplication, problems of type (Tl) have a natural dual version. In the case of (Tl) it can be formulated as follows:
Describe the set fl( yj)j'= ,,i of all a sequence of 9 X q complex matrices. 4 X 9 complex matrices positive definite sequences CC,)= o of such that the last 9 X (n + 1)q block row of (T,(C,,, C,, . . . , C,)))' coincides with ( yn, yn_ 1, . . , y,)).
The next considerations are aimed at a measure-theoretical approach to Problems (Tl) and (T2 In particular, we will deal with 9 X q nonnegative Hermitian-valued Bore1 measures on the unit circle T:= {z E C : 1 zj = 1). 
for allj E N, fund only i;f <Cj);"=o is positive semio@nite.
A q X q nonnegative Hermitian-valued measure F E % ," is called non&generate if the sequence <C~F')~zO of its Fourier coefficients c;F):= / z-jqdz),
T j E N,, is positive definite, i.e., if for every nonnegative integer k, the matrix Tk'F':= Tk( CiF), CiF),
given by (1) is positive Hermitian. We will use % (7 to designate the set of all F E %$ which are nondegenerate. Furthermore, if C,, C,, . . , C, are given q x q complex matrices, then let %(T [C,, C,, . . , C,] be the set of all FE23< which satisfy (2) for all j E Ni. 
is the block partition of (T,(C,, C,, . . . , C,)>-' into q X q blocks E$'). Then: 
, w E D, where A function h E 9 X 9-H '(ED> is said to be outer if det h is outer in
H"q(D).
A 9 X 9 matrix-valued function 0 which belongs to the Hardy class 9 X 9-H 2(lCD) is called normalized if 13(o) is nonnegative Hermitian. We note that if 19 E 9 X 9-H2(D) 1s outer, then det 0(z) # 0 for all z E [ID (see e.g. Masani [28] ). If p E (1, m), if 2 is a 9 X 9 matrix-valued function holomorphic in K(0, PI:= { .z E @ : 1 zI < ~1, and if det C(z) # 0 for all z E K(0, p), then the restriction 13 of 2 onto ED is an outer function in 9 X q-H"(D). Assume that A is a 9 X 9 nonnegative Hermitian-valued function defined on U which is Lebesgue integrable on U and which satisfies
Then there exist unique normalized outer functions 4 and + which belong to 4 x @(ED) such that the (left and right) spectral factorizations A = c#+* and A= $*+!I ----hold true /i-a.e. on T (see e.g. Wiener and Masani [33] ). Now we will construct the corresponding right and left spectral factorizations associated with the function % defined by (11). 
where A, and B, are given by (8) and (9). Then: 
for i-almost all z E T. Because of (13) and Lemma 1, both functions ' are continuous. Therefore, Let the measure F E 'BCr be given by
where M is any Bore1 subset of T. Then F is nondegenerate andfulfills
where A(,P) is defined by (31, (4), (51, and (7).
Proof.
Condition (i) implies that, for each z E U, the matrix
Hence, Lemma 9 in [14, Part III] yields that F is nondegenerate. Consequently (C!F')?,, is positive definite. Since X is a 9 X 9 matrix polynomial, the flun~tion det X is continuous. Therefore, (ii) provides that there is a p E (1, a) such that X(z) is nonsingular for all .z E K(0, p):= {z E C : 1~1 < p}. Thus, the matrix-valued function W:= X(0)XplZ is holomorphic in K(0, p). Let Z be an arbitrary 9 X 9 matrix-valued polynomial of formal degree not greater than n. The mean-value theorem for holomorphic functions then provides
Applying Proposition 3.6.2 in [lo], we finally obtain (19). Now we are able to formulate our main theorem of this section, It contains a measure-theoretical answer to Problem (Tl). Lemma 2. In this case, a( xj?y= (, I contains exactly one element, namely the sequence (C~"')I~zO of the q x q complex matrices ujhich are given by (3) 
THEOREM 4.

Let (x .$'= (, h a sequence of q X q complex matrices. Then M( xj>J= ,,I is nonempty i/and only if the matrix polynomial X defined by (17) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of
holds true for all j E Ni. Consequently (Cj);'=,, is uniquely determined by XC), Xi> " 1 x,,.
n Now we will turn our attention to Problem (T2).
LEMMA 3.
Let ( Y~);'=~ be a ,sequence of q x 4 complex matrices, and let the matrix polynomial Y be defined by
Suppose that the following tu;o conditions are satisfied:
Let the measure G E B'," be given by Denote by Q the unique q X q matrix pot!ynlmial such that the following three conditions are fulfilled:
Then the formal degree of the matrix polynomial Q is not greater than n. Zf . (23) Equation (23) which originated with Gohberg and Heinig 1191, is a Hermitian block version of the famous Gohberg-Semencul formula for the inverse of a nonsingular Toeplitz matrix (see [22] ). For further important developments in this context we refer to the so-called displacement structure theory (see Kailath, Kung, and Morf [26] ; Kailath [24, 251; Heinig and Rost [23] ) and to P&k's [29] nice characterization of Bezoutian matrices as solutions of suitable nonsymmetric Lyapunov equations. In order to illuminate some interrelations between the above-formulated measure-theoretical and algebraic approaches to Problem (Tl), it should be mentioned that the formula (23) is the algebraic counterpart of a certain Christoffel-Darboux formula for matrix polynomials orthonormal with respect to some 4 x 4 nonnegative Hermitian-valued 4 X 4 Bore1 measure on the unit circle T (see Kailath, Kung, and Morf [26] ).
Observe that Problem (T2) has an analogous algebraic answer, which is also based on the Gohberg-Heinig formula (23). We omit the details.
Having studied Problems (Tl) and (T2) with measure-theoretical and algebraic tools, now we will describe the unique solutions of (Tl) and (T2) in terms of complex function theory only. For this purpose, first we recall some basic facts on matricial Caratheodory functions.
A , that the set St' n+ I of all 9 X q complex matrices r,, + , such that CI'i>j=O "' is a 9 X 9 Caratheodory sequence is a so-called matrix ball, i.e., there are 9 X 9 complex matrices M,,, ,, A,, I, and P,+, such that St ", + , coincides with the set St( M,,+j;;R,+,,
where Fix,, is the set of all 9 X 9 contractive matrices. (In Smuljan [32] the reader can find essential properties of matrix balls.) Choosing I,, + , = M, + , the set of all 9 x 9 complex matrices I,,,, such that <q);'='r;" is a 9 x 9
Caratheodory sequence is again a matrix ball S( M,, + 2; A,, + ?, P,, + 2). Iterating this procedure and choosing Ii = MI for all integers j with j > n, the power series Let ( x~)~~=, be a sequence of q X q complex matrices. Suppose that the matrix polynomial X given by (17) satisfies conditions (i) and ( Prorlf. Let F E % ," be defined by (18). Then it follows from Lemma 2 that (19) holds. In view of (3), Theorem 4 yields
Set lY,:= C, and q:= 2Cj for each j E NY. ' , Cl,, . . . , C,' ) is positive Hermitian, where Ca":= ra' &id where Cj' := iq', j E IV;. Let col(xf );,a be the q X q block partition of the first (n + l)q x q block column of (T,( Cg , c:,...,c~))-l, and let the q X q matrix polynomial X ' be given by Observe that the essential step in the proof of Theorem 7 is the application of Equation (19) and Th eorem 28 in [14, Part V] . Namely, we used the concrete shape of that resolvent matrix associated with a given nondegenerate matricial Carathkodory problem which appeared first in Arov and Krein [2] (without proof) and which was alternatively constructed in [14, Part V] .
The dual version of Theorem 7 has the following shape. Theorem 8 can be proved analogously to Theorem 7. We omit the details. Note that the construction of the functions R and S defined in (26) and (29) is motivated by powerful integral representations for the so-called orthonormal matrix polynomials of second kind associated with a nondegenerate q X q nonnegative Hermitian-valued Bore1 measure on U due to Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp [7, 81 as matricial generalizations of classical work of Geronimus [16, 171 . It should be mentioned that matrix polynomials of second kind were even used in the indefinite case by Dym [13] , who studied the distribution of zeros of matrix polynomials and interpolation problems in the so-called pseudo Caratheodory class. Now we will combine Problems (Tl) and (T2) and describe the situation of determining a positive Hermitian matrix with given first block column and given last block row. 
Proof.
From Theorems 4 and 5 we get that the sets a(~~)j"=~~] and fl(yj);=O] each contain exactly one element. Let the measures F E !ZJ(F and G E '%<F be given by (18) and (21) where A4 is any Bore1 subset of T. Then Lemmas 2 and 3 provide (19) and (22). Moreover, we see that F and G are nondegenerate. Finally, if we suppose that (7) is satisfied, then RX1 = Y-'S, and hence Theorems 7 and 8 imply (a) . n
We will finish this section with a picture (Figure 1 ) summarizing those one-to-one correspondences which dominate its content.
For the exact definitions of the notions central measure and central Caratheodory function we refer to [14, Part II, Definition 11 and [14, Part IV, Definition 71. Having in mind that the formula [ S,,(C,, 2c,, 2c,, . ,2C,,)] -' = S"(Cb ) 2c:
) realizes a bijective correspondence (Cj>,~ZO e (C,' );=a of the set of all positive definite sequences of q X q complex matrices of length n + 1 onto itself, it is clear that the schema in Figure 1 can be duplicated.
Atzmon [4] demonstrated that Problems (Tl) and (T2) are closely related to the following inverse problem for matrix polynomials orthonormal with respect to some nonnegative Hermitian-valued Bore1 measure on the unit circle 8.
PROBLEM (M).
Let P (or Q) b e a 4 X q matrix polynomial of formal degree n. Describe the set of all F E 23:
such that the following two conditions are fulfilled: (ii) One has / PdFP* = 1 T It should be mentioned that Atzmon [4, Proposition 2. 21 also found an alternate approach to some results of Gohberg and Lerer [21] 
PROBLEM (Cl).
Let ( x-j);_0 and <xj" );"=O be sequences of 9 x 9 complex matrices, and let the matrix polynomials X and X q be given by (17) 
Proof.
We will use Theorem 7 and the notation given there. . ,2C,.
Using Theorem 3.4 in Duren [ll] and the proof of Theorem 7, we see that ( P) implies X q C,'X-' = RX' = X=C,'X-'. Thus X0 = X=. By virtue of Theorem 4, Cj" = Cj' follows for all j E N{;. Hence, we obtain finally (a). n
The following theorem, which gives an answer to Problem (C2), can be proved analogously to Theorem 10. is satisfied for all j E N,. (ii) (u, + ,, u,[, . . . , ul) is the last p X (n + 1)~ block row of S,(Zs,*s,,)-i.
This section is devoted to treating Problems (541) and (S2).
REMARK 2. Proposition 1 implies finally Bj = Aj for n Let ( Aj)j",, be a p X q Schur sequence. Then the set xn + r of all p X q complex matrices A,, 1 such that ( Aj)J~,,' is a p X q Schur sequence is a matrix ball !G( pn+ r; h,+r, ~,,+r), i.e., there are matrices z+,+~ E 'J2=PxY, h "+r E CPxP, and pn+r E Cqxq such that J1,l+l coincides with the set of all p x q complex matrices X that admit the representation X = puTI+ 1 + h,+lkpn+l where k is some p X q contractive matrix. Choosing A,,+ L = p,,+ 1, the set of all p X q complex matrices Anfe such that <Aj>;='o" is a p x q Schur sequence is again a matrix ball Q( pLn+ 2; A, +2, P~+~). Iterating this procedure and choosing Aj = pj for all integers j with j > n, the power out to be extremal elements in the context of entropy minimization (see Arov and Krein [3] and the authors' paper [IS, Part II] 
Obviously, si -' = (~,&')(t~~')~~. n The following two theorems, which give an answer to Problem (S2), can be verified analogously to Theorems 13 and 14. We omit the proofs. Let (u,);'=. and (y+ ,) ;1=,, be sequences of p X p and p x q complex matrices, respectively. Let the matrix polynomials u and v be defined by (40) and (42) . Then &(uj);lCO, (v + ,) 
